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Sawed Off Skull Caps Never Looked So Good – 

SkullHooker’s New Skull Cap 
 

KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. (November 10, 2014) — Until now, displaying sawed-off skull 
cap trophies was not an option. With the new SkullHooker Skull Cap, these often 
treasured, yet unsightly trophies can be dressed up and beautifully displayed in your 
home. This new inexpensive cover now provides a clean, finished look to the skull 
capped trophy. 
 
SkullHooker’s new Skull Cap is uniquely designed for small to mid-sized game and can 
be trimmed for customized fit or to accommodate extra wide racks. The sleek and stylish 
cover comes in brown but can easily be painted to customize your trophy to fit your style 
or match your decor. It comes with everything you need and easy- to -follow instructions. 
 
For wall mounting, the Skull Cap is completely compatible with the SkullHooker Bone 
Bracket hanging bracket. On the wall or on a table, proudly and beautifully display your 
sawed off skull caps with the new SkullHooker Skull Cap. Available at retailer nationwide 
or conveniently online at www.skullhooker.com for only $9.99. 
  
Founded in 2009, Skull Hooker was the first company to offer professionally crafted and 
fully adjustable European-style skull-mounting brackets that naturally showcase trophy 
animals in an elegant manner. The Skull Hooker wall-mounting system for European 
mounts is available in two sizes to accommodate most species horns and antlers: the Big 
Hooker and the Little Hooker. The Table Hooker showcases small to medium animals on 
a table, desk or shelf. The Bone Bracket and Skull Cap are available for smaller- to 



medium-sized skull-capped game species. For more information on Skull Hooker and its 
products contact: Skull Hooker, P.O. Box 257, Klamath Falls, OR 97601; call 541-887-
8622; or visit www.skullhooker.com. Visit Skull Hooker on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/SkullHooker.  
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* High-resolution product images and company logo are available on the HOC  
website at www.hunteroc.com/2014/SkullHooker_PR1.html or upon request by 

contacting Kimi Herndon at Kimi@hunteroc.com. 


